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Discovery potential of 








● SM Higgs at the LHC
● Higgs Decay Channels discussed here
– H → bb
– H → 
– H → 
– H → WW
– H → ZZ




● Higgs is missing keystone in the Standard Model
● Higgs discovery is one of the main goals for the LHC
● Results of direct searches so far:
– LEP: excluded (@95%CL) m
H
<114GeV
– Tevatron: exclude (@95%CL) 160GeV<m
H
<170GeV
● Results presented here correspond to
– centre-of-mass energy √S=14 TeV
● More details available at
–  arXiv:0901.0512 [hep-ex]
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Higgs Production at the LHC
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Higgs Decay Modes
● H → bb
– high BR, but difficult to select
● H → 
– important at low mH
● H → 
– important at low mH 
● H → WW
– important over a large range
● H → ZZ
– „golden mode“
● H → tt (not discussed here)
– diffcult to select
At LHC several decay modes accessible,





● At LHC dominated by gluon fusion (~90%)
● Top quark decays predominantly to Wb
● W decay used to classify final states
– All-hadronic: difficult to trigger
– Fully-leptonic: low BR and includes 
– Semi-leptonic: BR of ~28% (without )
● Main background contributions
– Reducible: tt+jets
– Irreducible: ttbb (QCD and EW)
● More important for coupling measurements than 
for discovery
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VBF H  → 





 resolution, no inclusive analysis
● VBF shows two characteristics
– two high pT forward jets
– no jet activity in between (rapidity gap)
● Three decay modes
















– -pair from resonance
– Missing ET 




H  → 
● Background:
– Reducible: W+jets, tt+jets
– Irreducible: Z+jets (Z→)




– Assuming collinear  decays
– Resolution limited by missing ET (8-10 GeV) 
and reconstruction (10-13 GeV)
● Significance
– No pile-up included




not included due to large QCD 
background uncertainty (study on-going)
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H  → 
● Clean signal with 2 high p
T
 photons
● Small BR (~0.2%)
● Large background
– Reducible: +jet, di-jets
– Irreducible: , q 
● Good mass resolution requires
– Good photon energy calibration
– Good photon direction
– Good understanding of -conversion
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H  → 
Higgs + 1 jet
Higgs + 2 jets
● Beside inclusive analysis also exclusive 
production in association with hadronic jets
– In case of 2 jets also 3rd-jet-veto applied (VBF)
● Expected significance for inclusive and 
combination of exclusive analyses (H+0,1,2 jets)
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H  WW*→








– No jets (gluon fusion) and 2 jets (VBF)
– WW e→ µ (other studies on-going)
● No mass peak due to neutrinos, but excess above background
No jets (GF dominated) Two jets (VBF dominated)
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H  WW*→
Expected significance for the GF and VBF process 
● Signal
– 2 leptons + missing ET
–No jets (GF) or 2 forward jets + rapidity gap (VBF)
● Background
– tt, tWb: reducable by jet veto
–WW, WZ, ZZ: reducable by kinematical cuts
● Good knowledge of background needed
–Measurement from data required
– Techniques for normalisation from data established
● Correlated W spins
– Leptons go preferentially in same direction
Transverse opening angle of the two leptons
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H  ZZ*  llll→ →
● „Golden channel“ for m
H
>130GeV
–Both Z on-shell for mH>2MZ
● Clean signature
–Two l+l- pairs forming Z








H  ZZ*  llll→ →
● Background suppression
– Large theoretical uncertainties on Zbb and tt production cross-section
● Reduce well below irreducible ZZ
– Use differences between leptons from Z and heavy quarks
● Impact parameter
● Lepton isolation (in the tracker and calorimeter)
● Issues





– Lepton energy resolution
Reconstructed 4-lepton mass for signal and background for m
H
=130, 180 and 400 GeV 
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H  ZZ*  llll→ →
● Analysed decay modes
– ZZ  4e→
– ZZ  4→ µ
– ZZ  2e2→ µ
Selection efficiency for each decay mode 
as a function of m
H
Expected significance as a function 
of m
H
 for all combined decay modes
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Statistical Combinations of Channels
● To increase sensitivity over the full mass range
– Systematics taken into account using profile likelihood method
– Channels used: H→, H→, H WW* and H ZZ*→ →
– Currenlty fixed-mass hypothesis (no „look-elsewhere-effect“ in 
combination, but evaluated in individual analyses)
● Discovery
– Generated data for s+b hypothesis
– Test b-only hypothesis
● Exclusion
– Generated data for b-only hypothesis
– Test s+b hypothesis
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Statistical Combinations of Channels




● The search for the Standard Model Higgs Boson with ATLAS looks promising
● Final states require good level of understanding of...
– Detector performance and calibration
– Reconstruction of leptons, photons, jets, missing ET,...
● Mesurement of SM backgrounds from data will be essential
– Many efforts to evaluate backgrounds from data on-going
● Statistical combination of channels challenging, but improves significance
– Not yet all channels included
● Feasability depends on LHC parameters...
– Results shown here were using 14TeV
– At 10TeV factor of about 2 more integrated luminosity needed




The Large Hadron Collider
● (design) CM energy: 14 TeV
● (design) Luminosity: 1034 cm-2s-1 
● Bunch crossing: 25 ns
● Protons per bunch: ~1011 






● Incident on September 19th 2008 brought LHC to a standstill
● „The LHC is a much better understood machine than it was a year ago“
● On August 6th 2009 it has been decided...
– LHC will restart in November 2009 with a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV
– After „significant data sample has been collected“ the energy will be 
increased to 10 TeV
– At the end of 2010 LHC will be operated with lead ions
– Afterwards THC will be shutdown for preparation of run at the design 
energy of 14 TeV
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The ATLAS Detector
G. Aad et al., (The ATLAS Collaboration) J. Instrum. 3 (2008) S08003
● Magnets
– Solenoid: 2T
– Toroid (barrel): 0.5T
– Toroid (endcap): 1T
● Tracker
– (pT)/pT≈ 0.05% pT⊕1%
● ECAL
– (E)/E ≈ 10% /√E ⊕0.7%
● HCAL
– (E)/E ≈ 50% /√E ⊕3%
● Muon Spectrometer
– (pT)/pT≈ 2%  @50GeV
– (pT)/pT≈ 10%  @1TeV
● Trigger
– L1 + HLT(L2+EF): 200Hz
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Statistical Model
● Consider histogram of m
H





● The values are modeled as Poisson variable with mean value












● Where µ is channel independent strength parameter
          µ=0 : background-only
          µ=1 : signal and background
● The Standard Model expectations can be written as






















● Where ƒ is probability density function and  is set of nuisance parameters
● Parametrisation of ƒ can be obtained from MC simulation or data control sample
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Profile Likelihood Ratio
● The likelihood function is the product of Poisson probabilities for all bins
● The full likelihood function is derived from those of each search channel
● To test a hypothesised value of µ the profile likelihood ratio is
● Or equivalently
                                     → large values of q
µ
 correspond to poor agreement
                                        between data and hypothesized µ
data in signal histogram data in control histogram
Maximised for specified µ
Maximised for all µ and 
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p-value of a hypothesised value µ
● Probability p
µ
 under the assumption of µ to see data with equal or greater 
incompatibility as measured by q
µ
 relative to the data obtained
● f(q
µ
|µ) : distribution of q
µ
 for data
               generated with the same value
               of µ as was used to derive q
µ
 
● Wilks' theorem: for large data sample 
                        f(q
µ
|µ)  → 2(1 df )
● f(q
µ
|µ' ) : distribution of q
µ
 for data
                generated with the same value
                of µ as was used to derive q
µ
 
● Significance Z: Number of standard deviations at which a Gaussian random 
variable of zero mean would give a one-sided tail area equal to p
